
    IntroductionIntroduction
Doppler weather radars provide precipitation
observations of the highest spatial and temporal
resolution among all weather observational systems.
The high-resolution radar data provide
meteorologists information to better understand four-
dimensional storm structure and morphology.  The
following study investigates vertical profiles of
reflectivity (VPRs) of various storm types using base
level volume scan radar data across different
seasons and geographical regions.

SummarySummary
Vertical profiles of reflectivity are derived using
high resolution 3-D radar reflectivity
observations.  The mean VPRs and their temporal
evolutions are studied for several cases across
different storm types, regions and seasons. The
VPRs provide important information for use in
quantitative precipitation estimation such as
delineating the bright band layer, the potential
identification of warm rain processes and
precipitation efficiency below cloud base.
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Precipitation TypePrecipitation Type

The precipitation type field looks very reasonable when compared with the
composite reflectivity.

 

Hourly mean VPRs derived for convective
(left) and stratiform (right) precipitation
regions at three consecutive time periods on 1
June 2005: 09:00-10:00Z (top row), 10:00-
11:00Z (middle row) and 11:00-12:00Z
(bottom row).  The brown dots represent
mean VPRs derived from each individual
volume scans within the hour, the black line
represents the average of the mean VPRs from
individual volume scans, and the dashed lines
indicate +/- one standard deviation of the
individual volume mean VPRs in the hour.

 

Composite reflectivity (left), precipitation type
(middle), and vertical cross section of reflectivity
(right) fields derived from KEWX (Austin, TX)
radar observations at 09:02 (1st row), 10:00 (2nd

row), 11:04 (3rd row) and 12:02Z (4th row),
respectively, on 1 June 2005.  The thin white
rings in the left and middle columns are range
rings for every 35 miles.  The color red in
precipitation type fields indicates convective
regions and other colors indicate stratiform
regions (different colors mean different beam
height zones).  The bold white lines in the
composite reflectivity images depict where the
vertical cross sections (in the right panels) were
taken.  The bold white circles in the precipitation
type images indicate the annular region where
VPRs were computed.

VPR: Convective vs. StratiformVPR: Convective vs. Stratiform

MethodologyMethodology
There are three steps in the VPR computations:

1. Segregate convective and stratiform echoes
A grid column is considered convective if a) dBZ>50 at any height, or b) dBZ>30
at –10°C height or above, or c) if there is one or more lightning flashes in the grid
location.  Otherwise the grid column is considered stratiform.

2. Compute instantaneous volume mean convective
and stratiform VPRs
-  using reflectivity observations in an annulus region near the radar. The figure
below shows a top view (a) and a side view (b) of the annulus region (cyan color
shaded area). R represents the size of the radar umbrella; r1 and r2 represent the
inner and outer bounds of annulus.

-  computing mean reflectivity within each 200m vertical layer (if 10 or more valid
reflectivity observations are found within the layer).

-  vertical linear interpolation to fill in layers with no valid mean reflectivity values.

3. Compute hourly mean convective and stratiform
VPRs
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 Convective VPRs vary more spatially and temporally than do
stratiform VPRs.
 Bright band layer, if exists, can be easily identified in the
stratiform VPRs.

  VPR: Hurricane IsabelVPR: Hurricane Isabel
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Vertical cross section (left column), composite reflectivity (middle-left), and
hourly mean stratiform VPR (middle-right) derived from KMHX (Morehead, TX)
radar observations and the soundings at the radar site (right column) at 06:30 (top
row), 12:30 (middle row), and 18:30Z (lower row), respectively, on 18 Sept. 2003.
The blue-square lines in the middle-left column indicate where the cross sections
were taken.  The red lines in the right column indicates 0°C height.

 No convective precipitation is identified for this case.
 Vertical cross sections from precipitation systems in the
continental and in the maritime air masses are different.
The former has a distinctive bright band layer while the
latter does not.
 The warm rain process can be seen in the VPRs as the
reflectivity increases monotonically below 0°C height.
 The decrease of reflectivity at the lower altitudes in VPR
(0630Z) may be an indication of precipitation evaporation
due to the dry sub-cloud atmospheric environment.


